Alaska Highway Heritage Project

Commemorate the Alaska Highway Corridor as a National Historic Site of Canada 2017

• 75\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary
• 150\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary of Confederation
Alaska Highway Heritage Project

- Alaska Highway Community Society
- Northern BC Tourism
- Peace River Regional District
- Heritage Consultant: Julie Harris, Contentworks Inc.
  - Assistant: Tascha Morrison
- Alaska Highway Commemoration Society - Yukon
Work To-Date

- Ongoing research and the development of a database
- Communications products
- Meetings with stakeholders
- Community Heritage Values Workshops
  - Fort Nelson, Fort St. John & Dawson Creek, BC
Community Heritage Values Workshops
Moving Forward

Statements of Support

• Everyone affected by the nomination in BC and Yukon
  – Communities
  – Landowners
  – First Nations
Next Steps

- Ongoing discussions with communities and stakeholders in BC and Yukon
- Develop criteria for selecting resources for nomination
- Consultations about the criteria and list of potential resources to be included in the nomination
- Draft nomination
- Conservation and Visitor Experience Plan
ALASKA HWY

* Joyce - Grew up on Alaska Hwy
  Stories; Anchor, Family History
  - Employment Stories

* Kent - Rights of Passage
  - Engineering Feat
    - Hardships / Blazing a